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f(x) = y?

x = Compliance
y = Control

In other words & in practice:  
Does GDPR provide  

more effective Users’ control?



In practice, Privacy rights are hardly implementable 
(just because we use far too many services online)



The real problem





The “Google case”



The problem we try to solve



GDPR helps. But privacy controls have to be User-centric.  
This is ID side API: a “FB Connect” for Privacy.  

+ 
Specific consents 

(Case by case)

My by-default  
Privacy Choices 

(reasonable expectations)



How does it work technically (1/2)?

Site A
Do you accept these choices?

I accept/refuse

The traditional approach



Site A

How does it work technically (2/2)?

Browser with extension

ID 
side

Individual Privacy choices  

+ 1-Request-only encrypted 
identifier

IdSide reverses the paradigm of user choices.

Privacy choices (+ Encrypted identifier X)

Ignore

Privacy choices (+ Encrypted identifier Y)

Accept 

Site A



How does it work technically (2/2)?

Browser with extension

ID 
side

Individual Privacy choices  

+ 1-Request-only encrypted 
identifier

Privacy choices (+ Encrypted identifier X)

Accept 

Site A
Do you want to reassess your choices for me?

I refuse
I accept

What can I offer you  
(Insights, Updates, personalization, discounts…)? 

Updates & discounts only on a,b,c



ID Side Cookie 
<choices>; <identifier>; <information URL>


<choices> 


is string of uppercase ascii 
characters composed of: 

- the ascii character ‘1’ 

- followed by 1 or more uppercase 
ascii characters each encoding a 
specific privacy choice expressed 
by the user 


i.e. string <choices> is “1BD” 
this means that the user:

Declines commercial tracking 
online (A)

Accepts analytics tracking (B)

Declines personalised ads (C)

Accepts personalised Discounts 
on any website (D)

<identifier>

is designed to be used by websites 
in partnership with ID side to 
provide individualized but also de-
identified offers to users meeting 
on ID side platform (a “spam box”) 
in full respect of each of their 
Privacy Choices.


Such identifier is composed of 35 
characters: 

- 32 hexadecimal characters, 

- followed by a minus sign (ASCII 

45), 

- terminated by 2 more 

hexadecimal characters. 

It changes for each request and 
should not be used to track users.

<information URL>


contains a link to the latest version 
of a document displaying a “Tech 
description” of how ID side 
works.


So that websites can move on 
easily to empower internet users 
using ID side technical platform.

<Webiste Response>


To indicate they recognise & respect 
users’ privacy choices expressed in 
ID side cookie, they will respond 
with the following HTTP header:

X-IdSide-Accept: <choice>





ID side WIPO patent







Why do we think the time is right?  
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Control spams on your 
phone/email?

Stop receiving 
personalised ads?

Stand by your 
children online?

Exercise your 
privacy rights?

What ID side enables people to do (technically)

Set once, and for all 
services, user-centric 

by-default choices

Customise your 
choices in real-time

Use our templates for 
requests & claims to 
exercise your rights

Get back on tracks  
with your children 

privacy choices 



to set my privacy right(s)! 

Our Privacy  
Choices 

in few clicks

Our by-default  
reasonable expectations 

(once and for all)

Prior warning 
before any claim  

to DPAs

Simple sharing 
of my choices with  

individuals and companies

Take back control on              
our privacy online 



Thanks for your time and interest! 
@MCRB-IDside / www.idside.eu / Marie-Charlotte Roques-Bonnet








